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About This Content
Christmas comes early this year so get into the right holiday spirit. Spread some love, cook some food, get those presents in time
this year and make sure you share with your friends.

Key Features:
For use in the Challenge and Versus modes only.
Freeze Ray - In case that pesty global warming is trying to ruin your Christmas.
Anger Management Stick - Turn that frown upside down... by smacking somebody with this!
Frostjoy - Now all you need from Santa is a proper throne.
Rolling Pin - Good for baking, if people don't like your pastries, hurl this at them.
Timell's Revenge - The carpenter's best friend!
Hot Frying Pan - As if hitting somebody with a frying pan wouldn't hurt enough, this one's constantly hot!
Grayskull - Any kid's dream present!
Lovestaff - Spread some of that family love!
Deflection Staff 2.0 - New and improved!
Sausage Staff - You guys want sausages, this will give you sausages!
Banner of the Crusade - In case people forget what Christmas is all about.
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Wow, unless you're a complete glutton for punishment; stay AWAY from this game! The computer almost always hits and kills
you every time it shoots and you maybe (on a good day) have a 1/3 chance of wounding them. Example: I have a Sherman tank
going through the bocage. There is a panzershrek unit literally next to me; I fire my main cannon and a .30 cal and the .50cal
machineguns..........miss with everything. The panzershrek fires once and obliterates my tank in one hit. The computer forces
start in prime firing positions; forcing you to rely on pure luck to survive the initial barrage of rockets, rifles and MG fire. Guess
what? You won't survive.
Instead of buying and playing this game; I recommend using a hammer on your genitals, it's much more enjoyable and you'll hit
what you aim at!. Okay, as cool as this looks (I mean look at the trailer), I've yet to have my game look anything like the trailer.
I don't know what song they played, but I've tried quite a diverse selection and I got nothing.
I'm not even sure how to really play this game. Sooner or later it got really boring. It looks nice but that's about all you can give
it.
Sorry.
Verdict: Skip. Look back almost 8 years since I played 911 The First Responder, and I was impress with this type of games.
Emergency 2012 or the previous series were awkward so I stopped playing this fanchised. But when I found out that this is the
latest version of it, I purchased it with hope of gettin' the same old feelings like before; I am so impressed with this game. Really
enjoy to play fot time pass.
Drawbacl of this game that still find : the mission is less, sometimes thee AI is weird and you cant expect it to be 100% realistics
specially the Police control :P
But overall I would say, if you miss the olden version of this game or some rescuing game, I would recommend this!
I would say 9/10 points for this game :)
Cheers !. This game feels like had great potential but was lacking in overall execution. You stand still when you attack, and can't
attack while you're moving. That would be great except most enemies will be able to hit you outside of the range you can hit
them at. Exploring a dungeon for monsters seems awesome, except they seem to randomly pop up out of the floor instead of
being free roaming. It's system for inventory, using items, and just about everything else feels clunky as if they made some sort
of basic design flaw and failed to go back in and correct it.
It feels like with a little more polish it could be a fairly good game, but as it's now been more than new years since it's publish
date I just don't see that happening.. I have watched RealTutsGML, and that's what got me interested into game design. It is cool
to see him moving forward and creating an actual game. Is a fun game, with interesting movement mechanics. However,
sometimes it could be annoying, like the second boss took me FOREVER to figure out how to beat. Pretty basic but good art
design. I gave a negative review earlier and I apologize for that as I have only played like a half-an-hour of it. Decent game,
maybe 7\/10 IMO.. Good HOG with some more interactive stuff compared to the first two parts. I think it is shorter, but that
might just be me getting stuck less. I also feel like there weren't as many locations/backgrounds and several of the ones we got
are more plain?. KickButte Steam Edition is a good rhythm game. It's kicking my butte.
Now I know why enV's songs from the ultimate butte game Electronic Super Joy are in this game. Other songs are cool too, but
ESJ's soundtrack is one of my favorites, so it's really nice to see it in KickButte. Oh, you can also play with your own songs.
Buy it. Play it on normal difficulty. Then get your butte kicked on higher difficulties which are sometimes always pretty insane..
I realize at first it looks like your average shovelware fps, but it's pretty damn good. I feel bad for getting it on sale because it's
fantastic and it looks like no one really knows about it.
The gameplay is something I can genuinely call a "Doom clone". You have your faster straferunning, 2.5D engine, an arsenal
that resembles Doom's (no SSG tho :( ), a great soundtrack...
There's a custom map maker and workshop support but there's hardly any maps on there so I can't really call that a selling point.
There's lots of difficulty options, and it runs on just about anything. If you're one of those pansies that complains about
hitscanners, there's not any in this.
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Overall, very worth it for the $3 I got it for.. Just walk right past this game. I played literally 5 minutes of the game and couldn't
stand it. The spelling and grammatical mistakes were bad enough, but combat is clunky, the game is clunky, everything just
doesn't work well. This is a point and click game. Click to move, click to swing your weapon, right click to block. Just wasn't for
me.
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This is a pleasing game. Their is a game mode whith no clock, so that you can take the time you want to create you best combo..
Doesn't have the charm of a Faerie Solitaire by a huge margin, but if you want something in that vein, this is easily a decent timewaster. (Specifically: this thing gives me nasty draws quite often. I've lost 4-5 cards at the beginning of a round because they
offer me no moves. Just hit restart out the gate if that's the case.)
It's gimmick solitaire, you already know if you want this or not whether I tell you so. It's just going to lock a lot of powerups
until you hit later levels as its main trick.
edit: Playing on, this game... doesn't seem confident in itself as a solitaire game. It even adds little hidden-object puzzles
between some stages to make you "continue", or keeps deck selection (DECK SELECTION of all things!!) locked behind stage
progression. Guh.. Very fun and entertaining. I am not very good, but am having fun and am 6th on the leaderboard so that is
good? Congrates on making your first game, I am trying to make my own game currently and this has been a big insperation!. I
used to play this back in the day, so I had to get it when I saw it here. (Isn't the original way older than this?)
$5 is a bit much. It's fun for a casual, but it runs poorly on modern machines. Get it on sale if you're interested in a simple timewaster.. A great early access game with a very active dev (on reddit) an interesting text-based art style and a level of
customizability only a game like this can achieve (There are seemingly tons of fantasy races to engage with and if that doesn't
satisfy you you can design your own very easily.)
This game is super interesting as, unlike most kingdom management games, you can go watch pit fights, train champions, visit a
magic theatre, listen to countless musicians and play a d&d style meta roleplay mini-game. Along with the typical raise an army,
fight demon hordes and engage in diplomacy.
For the low price, you'll certainly get something out of it if this sounds like your thing.. nice arkanoid/breakout clone for satanic
pro gamers. Love how they made military type wear and how Predator has heat vision and Scorpion shows up as heat to him
that's pretty BadA$$. Awesome little detective story set in a very unique setting (criminally underused in videogames). well
written as it is filled simple but great arts, filled with great characters and well thought, well paced story. The gameplay is
simple, involving an object combining inventory puzzles, and some minigame puzzle that is really easy but well thought and fun.
you as Detective Di navigate trough the capital city of Tian dynasty to solve a series of gruesome murder.
story wise it is almost perfect. well written dialogue, rarely used setting and the developers really capture the atmosphere of the
setting. great main character and other regular characters that i wish are developed more.
gameplay wise, it is very standard. depending on who you ask, the light puzzle is a con or a pro. casual players who wants to
experience a great murder mystery story will enjoy it, rarely getting stuck and probably won't be frustrated. people who are
puzzle enthusiast, especially detective mechanics isn't very in deep, compared to something like Ace Attorney, Danganronpa, or
the Sherlock Holmes games.
in the end, Detective Di is a bliss to play, if you like murder mystery or historical china setting, it is worth a try at least.
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